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DIESEL TRANSPORT
TANK 960 LITRES

SQUARE ADR 
        

   

Product price:  

3.829,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

DIESEL TRANSPORT TANK 960 LITRES SQUARE ADR 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS :

Full containment metal tank made of steel, stackable when fully loaded Approved by M.I. in
accordance with ADR regulations, UN marked.

Effective capacity 956 l
Dimensions 1130 x 1530 x h.1330 mm
Weight with pump unit and accessories 404 Kg
Padlockable closing lid
Eyelets for lifting
Possibility of powering generator sets with closed lid
200 mm diameter hatch
Brass filling port with 3" quick coupling
Three-way safety valve (approved)
Mechanical level indicator

Dispensing unit :

- 50 l/min electric pump

- Automatic dispensing gun

- Digital aluminium litre counter

- Water and dirt absorption filter 30?
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VARNISH GENTIAN BLUE RAL 5010 - VARNISH PURE WHITE RAL 9010 - PUMP VOLTAGE
12V - 5 M DISPENSING HOSE - NO GE QUICK COUPLINGS -

extra charge for 230v pump version

TECHNICAL DATA

METAL TANK WITH TOTAL CONTAINMENT, stackable when fully loaded, approved by M.I. in
accordance with ADR regulations, UN-marked. Horizontal cylindrical tank of 960 litres (TT
SQUARE ADR 960) or vertical cylindrical tank of 440 litres (TT SQUARE ADR 440) made of
carbon steel, welded tight, powder-painted after sandblasting treatment, equipped with internal
bulkhead (TT SQUARE ADR 960), installed inside a metal container acting as a containment
basin with a capacity of more than 110% of the tank volume and equipped with a lockable lid.

TT SQUARE ADR is equipped with the following components:

- Padlockable closing lid.
- Eyebolts for lifting from above in each corner.
- Gripping pockets for lifting with forklift trucks.
- Possibility of connecting generator sets even with closed and padlocked lid.
- Full container unloading sleeve fitted with special cap.

FITTING:

- Inspection opening, 200 mm diameter complete with gasket and bolted lid.

- Brass or aluminium filling port with 3" quick coupling.

- 3-way safety valve - approved.

- Mechanical level indicator.

- Battery-operated positive displacement pump, nominal flow rate 65 l/min (mod. TT SQUARE
ADR 9K)), or 50 l/min pump (mod. TT SQUARE ADR 12K), both with 5 m delivery hose.

- Automatic shut-off gun.

OPTIONAL

High precision turbine meter mod. K 24 with digital display. Accuracy 0.5%, calibratable.
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FILTER KIT of the cartridge type for filtering impurities up to 25 microns, for Diesel fuel (also
available 30 microns with impurities filtering and water absorption function).

QUICK COUPLER KIT for connection to generator sets (suction hose + 1/2" supply and return
quick couplings).

HOSE REELS for 1" supply hose length 6 m (TT SQUARE ADR 960).

  

Product features:  

Fluid type: Diesel
Main body material: Stainless Steel
Fuel tank capacity (L): 1130
Height (mm): 1530
Dry weight (Kg): 1330
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